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Structure of the Argument

1. Climate Catastrophe
2. Energy Scarcity
3. Food Insecurity
4. Economic Instability
5. International Terrorism
6. The Militarization Tendency
7. Diagnosis- Interrogating the Global Political Economy

| Young Greeks Create Self-reliant Society | http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R_96v72EgVE | 3:05 | General DIY/DIO |
| Thriving Communities II (Local Economy): Portland | http://vimeo.com/60099754 | 9:09 | City-scale local economics |
| Ron Finley: A guerilla gardener in South Central LA | http://www.ted.com/talks/ron_finley_a_guerilla_gardener_in_south_central_la.html | 10:46 | Local food production w/ humor |

Additional Shorts of Possible Support:

Climate - Bill Maher Climate Change Myth  www.youtube.com/watch?v=ReNUJ3c1k68
Climate - Exxon Hates Your Children  www.youtube.com/watch?v=uXV6FW9Vg0I
Energy - This is our Energy Reality  OIL ENERGY  www.youtube.com/watch?v=exXqrzhozRl

Energy - Drying For Freedom – Vimeo  vimeo.com/36605168

Food - Edible City Trailer 2012 on Vimeo  www.youtube.com/watch?v=rIVqGtqDHBo

Food - The Story of Food is FreeProject.Org  www.youtube.com/watch?v=KIC-4MgfICU

Activism - OWS - CHRIS HEDGES  HOPE SPEECH – www.youtube.com/watch?v=KP8YcfdHlN4

Activism - The Art of Protest on Vimeo  vimeo.com/9502472

Activism BANKING - 9-year-old activist speak out against corporations-Grist  http://youtu.be/NZ7g2PAEJx4


Economics - 12 Year old VICTORIA GRANT Canadian Banking Solution – YouTube  www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bx5Sc3vWefE

Local - DIY - Marcin Open Source Ecology Global Village  www.youtube.com/watch?v=zIsHKrP-66s

opensourceecology.org/wiki/Marcin_Jakubowski

Security - WikiLeaks' MasterCard Commercial Parody – www.youtube.com/watch?v=jzMN2c24Y1s